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Abstract— In this contribution we propose and study a novel
iterative time-frequency-domain (TF-domain) multiuser detec-
tor (MUD) for the multicarrier direct-sequence code-division
multiple-access system employing both T-domain and F-domain
spreading, which, for brevity, is referred to as the TF/MC DS-
CDMA system. The proposed iterative TF-domain MUD consists
of a set of T-domain soft-input soft-output MUDs (SISO-MUDs)
and a set of F-domain SISO-MUDs, which exchange information
through two multiuser interference (MUI) cancellation units. Both
the T-domain and F-domain SISO-MUDs are operated under the
maximum a-posteriori (MAP) principles. In this contribution the
complexity and bit error rate (BER) performance of the TF/MC
DS-CDMA employing the proposed iterative TF-domain MUD
are investigated and also compared with the other existing MUD
schemes, including the optimum MUD and the joint/separate min-
imum mean-square error (MMSE) MUDs. Our study shows that
the iterative TF-domain MUD is capable of achieving nearly the
same BER performance as the optimum MUD, but at much lower
complexity.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Recently, multicarrier CDMA using both Time (T)-domain
and Frequency (F)-domain spreading, namely the TF/MC DS-
CDMA, has attracted wide attention in the field of broadband
wireless communications [1–5]. More explicitly, in the TF/MC
DS-CDMA the transmitted data stream is spread using two
signature sequences, one implements the T-domain spreading
and the other once implements the F-domain spreading [1, 3].
The benefits of employing both T-domain spreading and F-
domain spreading in the TF/MC DS-CDMA systems are multi-
fold. Firstly, the TF/MC DS-CDMA uses relatively lower chip-
rate and shorter spreading sequences than the conventional
single-carrier DS-CDMA [2]. Hence, relatively low-rate signal
processing techniques may be used for implementation of the
TF/MC DS-CDMA. Secondly, owing to employing both the
T-domain and F-domain spreading, the maximum number of
users supportable by the TF/MC DS-CDMA does not have
to make a trade-off with the frequency-diversity achieved by
using F-domain repetition [4]. Furthermore, in the TF/MC DS-
CDMA users can be distinguished either by their T-domain
signatures or by their F-domain signatures, or by their joint TF-
domain signatures. Therefore, signal detection in the TF/MC
DS-CDMA has a high-flexibility, which may provide the design
of wireless communications systems a good trade-off between
complexity and achievable BER performance [2, 3, 5].

In this contribution we propose and investigate an iterative
TF-domain MUD scheme for the TF/MC DS-CDMA, when
communicating over multipath Rayleigh fading channels. The
proposed iterative TF-domain MUD consists of a group of T-
domain SISO-MUDs and a group of F-domain SISO-MUDs.
Both the T-domain and F-domain SISO-MUDs are operated
under the MAP principles. The T-domain SISO-MUDs and F-
domain SISO-MUDs are connected through two group-level in-
terference cancellation (GIC) units, where MUI cancellation [6,
7] is attempted. In this contribution the BER performance of
the TF/MC DS-CDMA systems using the proposed iterative
TF-domain MUD is investigated, when communicating over
multipath Rayleigh fading channels. The BER performance
and complexity of the proposed iterative TF-domain MUD
are compared with the other existing MUD schemes, which
include the optimum MUD [8], the joint and separate MMSE-
MUDs [3, 4]. Our study and simulation results show that the it-
erative TF-domain MUD is capable of achieving a similar BER
performance as the optimum MUD. However, the detection
complexity of the iterative TF-domain MUD is significantly
lower than that of the optimum MUD.

II. T IME-FREQUENCY-DOMAIN SPREAD MULTICARRIER
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Fig. 1. Transmitter model of MC DS-CDMA using both time- and frequence-
domain spreading.

A. Transmitted Signal

The transmitter schematic block diagram for thekth uplink
user supported by the TF/MC DS-CDMA is shown in Fig. 1.



For the sake of convenience, the main parameters used in this
contribution are summarized as follows:

• Nf : Number of orthogonal subcarriers or F-domain
spreading factor;

• Tb, Tc: Bit duration and chip duration;
• Nt: T-domain spreading factor,Nt = Tb/Tc;
• N : Number of T-domain spreading sequences assigned to

the users supported by the TF/MC DS-CDMA system,1 <
N ≤ Nt;

• M : Number of F-domain spreading sequences assigned to
the users supported by the TF/MC DS-CDMA system,1 <
M ≤ Nf ;

• K: Number of users supported by the TF/MC DS-CDMA
system. It is assumed thatK = MN . However, if the
number of active users dose not meet this assumption,
some virtual users, which do not transmit data, are added
to makeK = MN .

For simplicity, in this contribution we assume that the
binary phase-shift keying (BPSK) baseband modulation is
employed. As shown in Fig. 1, the binary data stream
bk(t) is first DS spread using the T-domain signature se-
quencec(k)

t (t). Following the T-domain spreading, F-domain
spreading using the F-domain spreading sequencec(k)
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Nf , and multicarrier modula-
tion are carried out, yielding thekth user’s transmitted signal,
which can be expressed as
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whereP represents the transmission power,ωi = 2πfi and
fi is the frequency of theith subcarrier, whileφki is the
associated initial phase. In (1)bk(t) =

∑∞
j=0 bkjPTb

(t −
jTb) denote the binary data waveform consisting of a se-
quence of mutually independent rectangular pulses of dura-
tion Tb and amplitude+1 or −1, c

(k)
t (t) is the DS spread-

spectrum waveform formed from the T-domain sequencec(k)
t =
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In this contribution random T-domain and F-domain spread-

ing sequences are assumed, implying that bothc
(k)
tj and

c
(k)
fi take values in{+1,−1} with equally probability. Let
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be the N

number of T-domain spreading sequences andM number of
F-domain spreading sequences, respectively, for supporting
the K = MN number of active users. Then, the T-domain
spreading sequencec(n)

t is assigned to thekth user, if n =

k − ⌊k/N⌋N , and the F-domain spreading sequencec(m)
f is

assigned to thekth user, ifm = ⌊k/N⌋ + 1, where⌊x⌋ repre-
sents the largest integer less thanx. Consequently, Equation (1)
can be expressed in terms ofm andn as
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k = mn;m = 1, . . . ,M ;n = 1, . . . , N (2)

B. Channel Model

We assume a frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel,
which, corresponding to thekth user, has the T-domain channel
impulse response (CIR) of

h̄k(t) =

L−1
∑

l=0

h̄
(k)
l δ(t− τkl) (3)

whereL represents the number of T-domain resolvable multi-
paths,h̄(k)

l is the channel gain of thelth resolvable multipath,
which obey the complex Gaussian distribution with mean zero
and a variance0.5/L per dimension.

In MC DS-CDMA it is reasonable to assume that each
subcarrier experiences frequency non-selective fading, which
can be achieved by correspondingly configuring the number of
subcarriers and the bandwidth occupied by each subcarrier [3].
Specifically, the condition for each subcarrier to experience
frequency non-selective fading can be guaranteed, provided that
the number of T-domain resolvable multipaths satisfiesL ≤
Nf/2. Furthermore, we assume that in our TF/MC DS-CDMA
multicarrier modulation/demodulation are implemented using
the IFFT/FFT techniques and cyclic-prefixing is employed for
removing the inter-block interference. Based on the above
assumptions, it can be shown that the F-domain CIRs associated
with theNf subcarriers can be expressed in vector form as [3]

hhhk =
[

h
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]T
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√
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where F denotes a normalized FFT matrix satisfying
FFFFH = FFFHF = IIINf

, while h̄hhk is a Nf -length vec-
tor formed from the T-domain CIRs shown in (3),h̄hhk =
[

h̄
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]T

.

C. Received Signal

We assume that the TF/MC DS-CDMA system supportsK
number of synchronous users. The power received from each of
theK users is assumed to be identical, implying perfect power
control. Then, after removing the cyclic prefixing and FFT-
based multicarrier demodulation, theNfNt-length observation
vectorrrr obtained from theNf number of subcarrier channels
can be expressed as
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where⊙ and⊗ denote theHadamard product andKronecker
product operations, respectively and, by definition,HHHmn =
(

ccc
(m)
f ⊙ hhhmn

)

⊗ ccc
(n)
t . Furthermore, in (5)nnn is aNtNf -length

Gaussian noise vector, which obeys the Gaussian distribution
with mean zero and a covariance matrixσ2III, whereσ2 =
N0/Eb with Eb andN0 denoting the energy per bit and single-
side power spectral density (PSD) of the Gaussian noise pro-
cess.



It can be readily shown that (5) can be expressed in a compact
form as

rrr = HHHbbb + nnn (6)

after defining

bbb = [b11, b12, · · · , b1N ; · · · ; bM1, bM2, · · · , bMN ]T (7)

HHH = [HHH11,HHH12, · · · ,HHH1N ; · · · ;HHHM1,HHHM2, · · · ,HHHMN ]
(8)

whereHHH is a(NfNt ×MN) matrix.
Let assume that the base-station (BS) receiver employs the

knowledge aboutHHH. Then, the sufficient statistics for detection
of bbb can be formed as

yyy = HHHHrrr = RRRbbb + nnn′ (9)

where

yyy = [y11, y12, · · · , y1N ; · · · ; yM1, yM2, · · · , yMN ]
T (10)

is aK(= MN)-length vector,RRR = HHHHHHH is the(K ×K) cor-
relation matrix andnnn′ = HHHHnnn, which is Gaussian distributed
with mean zero and a covariance matrixσ2RRR.

According to the spreading sequence assignment scheme
stated in Section II-A, theK = MN active users share
N number of T-domain spreading sequences andM number
of F-domain spreading sequences. Hence, theK number of
users can either be divided intoM groups, where each group
containsN number of users sharing one common F-domain
spreading sequence but assigned different T-domain spreading
sequences, or be divided intoN groups, where each group
containsM number of users sharing one common T-domain
spread sequence but assigned different F-domain spreading
sequence. Hence, for convenience of carrying out iterativeTF-
domain detection, we can use the entries ofyyy to form a(N×M)
matrixYYY , which is given by

YYY =











y11 y21 · · · yM1

y12 y22 · · · yM2

...
...

. . .
...

y1N y2N · · · yMN











= [yyyt1, yyyt2, · · · , yyytM ]

= [yyyf1, yyyf2, · · · , yyyfN ]T (11)

where different columns correspond to different F-domain
spreading sequences, while different rows correspond to dif-
ferent T-domain spreading sequences. Specifically,yyytm =
[ym1, ym2, · · · , ymN ]

T
, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M, corresponds to a

group of N users sharing themth F-domain spreading se-
quence, whileyyyfn = [y1n, y2n, · · · , yMn]

T
, n = 1, 2, . . . , N,

corresponds to a group ofM users sharing thenth T-domain
spreading sequence. Let us now derive the iterative TF-domain
multiuser detection in the next section.

III. I TERATIVE TF-DOMAIN MULTIUSER DETECTION

A. Iterative Multiuser Receiver Structure

The receiver structure for iterative TF-domain MUD of
TF/MC DS-CDMA signals is shown in Fig. 2. As shown in
Fig. 2, the input to the iterative TF-domain MUD isYYY given
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Fig. 2. Receiver model for the TF/MC DS-CDMA using iterative TF-domain
multiuser detection.

by (11). The iterative TF-domain MUD consists of two main
components, the T-domain MUD containingM number of
T-domain SISO-MUDs and the F-domain MUD containing
N number of F-domain SISO-MUDs. The T-domain MUD
and F-domain MUD are separated by two group interference
cancellers (GICs), which are the GIC1 and GIC2, respectively,
as seen in Fig. 2.

The inputs to theM number of T-domain SISO-MUDs of
Fig. 2 are{yyytm,m = 1, · · · ,M} seen in (11). Each of the T-
domain SISO-MUDs tries to suppress the MUI existing among
the users in same group, while treating the MUI from the other
groups as noise. Specifically, based onyyytm and possiblea-
priori knowledge, themth T-domain SISO-MUD calculates the
a posteriori log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) for the bits{bmn, n =
1, 2, . . . , N} transmitted by theN users of themth group,
according to the formula

Λt[bmn] = log
P [bmn = +1|yyytm]

P [bmn = −1|yyytm]
, n = 1, 2, . . . , N ;

m = 1, 2, . . . ,M (12)

Similarly, the inputs to theN number of F-domain SISO-MUDs
of Fig. 2 are{yyyfn, n = 1, · · · , N}. Based onyyyfn and possible
a-priori knowledge, thenth F-domain SISO-MUD calculates
the a posteriori LLRs for the bits{bmn,m = 1, 2, . . . ,M}
transmitted by theM users of thenth group, according to the
formula

Λf [bmn] = log
P [bmn = +1|yyyfn]

P [bmn = −1|yyyfn]
, m = 1, 2, . . . ,M ;

n = 1, 2, . . . , N (13)

As shown in Fig. 2, the T-domain MUD and F-domain MUD
exchange information through two GICs of GIC1 and GIC2,
where theK users are regrouped and group-level interference
cancellation is carried out.

In more detail, the proposed iterative TF-domain MUD is
operated as follows:

1) At the start of the iterative MUD, the sufficient statistics
of YYY are input to both the GIC1 and GIC2, whereYYY is
divided intoM sets of{yyytm,m = 1, · · · ,M} by GIC1
and divided intoN sets of{yyyfn, n = 1, · · · , N} by
GIC2. Then,{yyytm,m = 1, · · · ,M} are sent to theM
number of T-domain SISO-MUDs as seen in Fig. 2.



2) In the first iteration, based on{yyytm,m = 1, · · · ,M},
the M number of T-domain SISO-MUDs as seen in
Fig. 2 compute the LLRs{λt[bmn]} using (12) for the
K = MN data bits inbbb by assuming that there is no
a-priori information. The LLRs are then sent to GIC2,
where they are divided intoN sets corresponding to
{yyyfn, n = 1, · · · , N}. At GIC2, group-level interference
cancellation is carried out, which updates{yyyfn, n =
1, · · · , N} using the soft estimates{λt[bmn]}, as will be
detailed in our forthcoming discourse. After the group-
level interference cancellation, the updated version of
{yyyfn, n = 1, · · · , N} and thea-priori {Pt[bmn]} are sent
to theN number of F-domain SISO-MUDs as shown in
Fig. 2. Based on{yyyfn, n = 1, · · · , N} and{Pt[bmn]},
finally, the F-domain SISO-MUDs compute the LLRs
{λf [bmn]} using (13) for theK = MN data bits ofbbb.

3) In the following iterations, both GIC1 and GIC2 em-
ploy the a-priori information. Hence, both GIC1 and
GIC2 can be operated in the similar way as that of
GIC2 in step 2): they first carry out the group-level
interference cancellation to form the updated versions
of {yyytm,m = 1, · · · ,M} and {yyyfn, n = 1, · · · , N},
which are then sent to the T-domain and F-domain SISO-
MUDs, respectively, associated with the correspondinga-
priori information. At the T-domain and F-domain SISO-
MUDs, the LLRs are then updated based on (12) and
(13), respectively.

4) Finally, when a sufficient number of iterations are op-
erated yielding a converged BER performance, or the
maximum number of iterations is reached, the transmitted
data bits can be estimated as the signs of the LLRs
obtained either from theM number of T-domain SISO-
MUDs or from theN number of F-domain SISO-MUDs.

Below we analyze the principles of the SISO-MUDs and
group-level interference cancellation.

B. Soft-Input Soft-Output Multiuser Detection

The T-domain and F-domain SISO-MUDs considered in this
contribution are similar as that proposed in [7]. In detail,for
the T-domain SISO-MUDs, using the Bayes’ rule [3], we can
express (12) as

Λt[bmn] = log
P [yyytm|bmn = +1]

P [yyytm|bmn = −1]
+ log

P [bmn = +1]

P [bmn = −1]
(14)

where the second item at the righthand side represents thea
priori LLR of bit bmn, which is provided by the F-domain
SISO-MUDs in the last iteration. By contrast, the first item at
the righthand side of (14), which is denoted byλt[bmn], is the
extrinsic information provided by the T-domain SISO-MUDs
based on the statisticsYYY .

It can be shown that the statisticsyyyti in (11) for theith group
of users can be written as

yyyti = RRRtibbbi +
M
∑

m=1

m 6=i

RRRtmbbbm + nnni, i = 1, 2, . . . ,M (15)

where

bbbm = [bm1, bm2, · · · , bmN ]T

RRRtm = [HHHi1,HHHi2, · · · ,HHHiN ]H [HHHm1,HHHm2, · · · ,HHHmN ] (16)

and nnni is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector distributed
with a covariance matrixσ2RRRti. As mentioned previously in
Section III-A, the statistics input to the T-domain SISO-MUDs
represent the modified version ofyyyti upon invoking the group-
level interference cancellation. The modified version ofyyyti for
i = 1, 2, . . . ,M is formed as

yyyti ← yyyti −
M
∑

m=1

m 6=i

RRRtmb̂bbm

= RRRtibbbi +

M
∑

m=1

m 6=i

RRRtm(bbbm − b̂bbm) + nnni (17)

whereb̂bbm denotes the soft estimate ofbbbm, which is given in
(29) obtained from the last iteration. Note that, when thereis no
a-priori information at the first iteration, we setb̂bbm = 000.

Based on (17), the extrinsic informationλt[bij ] in (14) can
now be computed using the formula [7]

λt[bij ] = (18)

log

∑

bbb∈bbb+

exp
[

−(yyyti −RRRtibbb)
HCCC−1

t (yyyti −RRRtibbb)
]

∏

n6=j

Pf [bin]

∑

bbb∈bbb−

exp
[

−(yyyti −RRRtibbb)
HCCC−1

t (yyyti −RRRtibbb)
]

∏

n6=j

Pf [bin]

where the probabilities{Pf [bin]} are given in (29) and, by
definition,

bbb+ = [bi1, · · · , bi(j−1),+1, bi(j+1), · · · , biN ]

bbb− = [bi1, · · · , bi(j−1),−1, bi(j+1), · · · , biN ] (19)

The covariance matrixCCCt in (18) can be evaluated with the aid
of (17). Remembering that the MUI caused by other user groups
is treated as Gaussian noise and that the transmitted bits are
assumed to be independent,CCCt can hence be expressed as

CCCt =

M
∑

m=1

m 6=i

(

RRRtmcov{bbbm − b̂bbm}RRRH
tm

)

+ σ2RRRti (20)

where cov{bbbm − b̂bbm} is the covariance matrix of(bbbm − b̂bbm),
which can be expressed as

cov{bbbm − b̂bbm} = diag
{

1− b̂2
m1, 1− b̂2

m2, · · · , 1− b̂2
mN

}

(21)

As shown in Fig. 2, the extrinsic information{λt[bij ]} is sent
to the GIC2. Based on (18), GIC2 evaluates the probability of
the event thatbmn = +1 or−1, which can be expressed as [7]

Pt[bmn] =
1

2

[

1 + bmn tanh

(

1

2
λt[bmn]

)]

,

m = 1, . . . ,M ; n = 1, . . . , N (22)



Note that, the probabilities{Pt[bmn]} represent thea-priori
probabilities for the following F-domain MUD. GIC2 also
evaluates the soft estimate tobmn, which can be denoted as [7]

b̂mn =tanh

(

1

2
λt[bmn]

)

, m = 1, . . . ,M ; n = 1, . . . , N

(23)

The estimates of{b̂mn} are used by GIC2 for implementation
of the group-level interference cancellation, which, forj =
1, 2, . . . , N , can be formulated as

yyyfj ← RRRfjbbbj +

N
∑

n=1

n 6=j

RRRfn(bbbn − b̂bbn) + nnnj (24)

where bbbn = [b1n, b2n, · · · , bMn]T and b̂bbn denotes its soft
estimation according to (23). Furthermore, in (24)

RRRfn = [HHH1j ,HHH2j , · · · ,HHHMj ]
H [HHH1n,HHH2n, · · · ,HHHMn] (25)

andnnnj is a zero-mean Gaussian random vector associated with
a covariance matrix ofσ2RRRfj .

Let us now turn to consider the F-domain SISO-MUDs,
which are operated in similar approaches as the above-analyzed
T-domain SISO-MUDs. As shown in Fig. 2, the F-domain
SISO-MUDs accept the inputs of{yyyfj} and {Pt[bij ]} and
compute the extrinsic information{λf [bij ]} according to the
formula

λf [bij ] = (26)

log

∑

bbb∈bbb+

exp[−(yyyfj −RRRfjbbb)
HCCC−1

f (yyyfj −RRRfjbbb)]
∏

m 6=i

Pt[bmj ]

∑

bbb∈bbb−

exp[−(yyyfj −RRRfjbbb)
HCCC−1

f (yyyfj −RRRfjbbb)]
∏

m 6=i

Pt[bmj ]

where, upon following (18), we have

bbb+ = [b1j , · · · , b(i−1)j ,+1, b(i+1)(j), · · · , bMj ]

bbb− = [b1j , · · · , b(i−1)j ,−1, b(i+1)(j), · · · , bMj ] (27)

CCCf =

N
∑

n=1

n 6=j

(

RRRfncov{bbbn − b̂bbn}RRRH
fn

)

+ σ2RRRfj (28)

Furthermore, upon receiving{λf [bij ]}, GIC1 can evaluate
{Pf [bmn]} and{b̂mn} as

Pf [bmn] =
1

2

[

1 + bmn tanh

(

1

2
λf [bmn]

)]

b̂mn =tanh

(

1

2
λf [bmn]

)

(29)

for m = 1, . . . ,M ; n = 1, . . . , N . These quantities are then
sent to the T-domain MUDs for carrying out the next iteration
of MUD, as shown in (18).

C. Detection Complexity

It is well-known that the optimum MUDs have a complexity
on the order ofO

(

2K
)

[8]. Therefore, the complexity of the
optimum MUDs might be extreme if the number of usersK
is relatively high, which consequently limits the application

of the optimum MUDs. In the proposed iterative TF-domain
MUD, the total K = MN number of users supported are
either divided intoM groups with each group havingN users
or divided intoN groups with each group containingM users.
Hence, when optimum MUD is carried out in the context of
each of the groups, the complexity is on the order ofO

(

2N
)

or O
(

2M
)

. Additionally, it can be shown that in our iterative
TF-domain MUD the complexity of GIC1 and GIC2 is on
the order ofO

(

NM2
)

andO
(

MN2
)

, respectively, in each
iteration. Therefore, when consideringU iterations, the total
complexity for the iterative TF-domain MUD is on the order
of O

[

U
(

N2M + M2N + MN2 + NM2
)]

. Hence, when the
number of users supported is high, the complexity of the iter-
ative TF-domain MUD may be significantly lower than that of
the conventional optimum MUDs. For example, assuming that
K = MN = 8 × 8 users are supported, the complexity of the
conventional optimum MUDs is then on the order ofO

(

264
)

.
By contrast, the complexity of the iterative TF-domain MUD
is only on the order ofO

(

214
)

, whenU = 4 iterations are
allowed. Note that our simulation results in the next section
show that, afterU = 4 iterations, the iterative TF-domain
MUD is generally capable of achieving nearly the same BER
performance as the optimum maximum likelihood (ML)-MUD.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section we provide some simulation results in order to
illustrate the achievable BER performance of the TF/MC DS-
CDMA system using the proposed iterative TF-domain MUD.
In our simulations we assumed that the TF/MC DS-CDMA
systems had a F-domain spreading factorNf = 8 and a T-
domain spreading factorNt = 4. The spreading sequences
were random sequences. However, in our simulations different
users were assumed not to choose the same T-domain and
F-domain spreading sequences. In other words, the user se-
quences are distinct, when the joint TF-domain is considered.

Rayleigh fading: NfNt=32, Nf=8, K=12, L=4
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Fig. 3. BER performance comparison of the TF/MC DS-CDMA using various
detection schemes, when communicating over Rayleigh fading channels having
L = 4 T-domain resolvable multipaths.

Fig. 3 compares the BER versus SNR per bit ofEb/N0

performance of TF/MC DS-CDMA using various detection
schemes, whenK = MN = 3 × 4 = 12 users are supported.



Rayleigh fading: NfNt=32, Nf=8, L=4, U=6
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Fig. 4. BER performance comparison of TF/MC DS-CDMA using iterative
TF-domain MUD, when communicating over Rayleigh fading channels having
L = 4 T-domain resolvable multipaths.

In this figure the joint/separate MMSE-MUDs for the TF/MC
DS-CDMA can be found in [3]. Note furthermore that, in
the context of the separate MMSE-MUD, the MMSE-MUD
is first carried out in the T-domain and followed in the F-
domain. From Fig. 3 we observe that both the optimum MUD
and iterative TF-domain MUD using two iterations achieve
nearly the same BER performance, which is very close to the
single-user BER bound. However, as analyzed previously, the
complexity of the iterative TF-domain MUD is much lower
than that of the optimum MUD. Specifically, the complexity of
the optimum MUD isO

(

212
)

, while the iterative TF-domain
MUD is O

(

28
)

. As shown in Fig. 3, the joint MMSE-MUD
outperforms the separate MMSE-MUD, but both of them are
outperformed by the optimum MUD or the iterative TF-domain
MUD. Note that, the complexity of the joint MMSE-MUD
is O

(

K3
)

= O
(

123
)

, while that of the separate MMSE-
MUD is O

(

MN3 + NM3
)

= O
(

3 · 43 + 4 · 33
)

. Hence, the
complexity of the separate MMSE-MUD can be significantly
lower than that of the joint MMSE-MUD.

Fig. 4 compares the BER performance of the TF/MC DS-
CDMA using iterative TF-domain MUD associated with six
iterations, when different number of users are supported. As
the results of Fig. 4 shown, even when the TF/MC DS-CDMA
system is full-load implying thatK = Nft = 32, the BER of
the TF/MC DS-CDMA is still close to that of the single-user
BER bound, especially, when the SNR ofEb/N0 is relatively
high. When the SNR ofEb/N0 is lower than 9 dB, we can
see that BER performance becomes slightly worse, when the
number of users supported increases.

Fig. 5 investigates the number of iterations required for
achieving the converged BER performance in the TF/MC DS-
CDMA systems supporting eitherK = 12 users orK = 32
users. From the results of Fig. 5, we can observe that, when
K = 12 users are supported, the BER performance has nearly
no further improvement after two iterations of TF-domain
MUD. By contrast, when the system is full-load supporting
K = 32 users, the BER performance improves as the number
of iterations increases before reaching the fourth iteration. As

Rayleigh fading: NfNt=32, Nf=8, L=4
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Fig. 5. BER performance comparison of TF/MC DS-CDMA using iterative
TF-domain MUD with different number of iterations, when communicating
over Rayleigh fading channels havingL = 4 T-domain resolvable multipaths.

the results of Fig. 5 shown, the BER performance improvement
becomes less and less as the number of iterations increases.
The reason for the above-mentioned observations is that, when
the TF/MC DS-CDMA system is lightly loaded, there is low
MUI, which may be sufficiently suppressed after two or three
iterations. However, when the TF/MC DS-CDMA system is
fully loaded, there is severe MUI. Hence, more iterations of
TF-domain MUD are required in order to efficiently remove
the MUI. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 5, when the number
of iterations is not sufficient, error-floors are observed owing to
the remaining MUI.

In conclusions, our study and simulation results show that
the iterative TF-domain MUD is capable of achieving a similar
BER performance as the optimum MUD, but with a detec-
tion complexity that may be significantly lower than that of
the optimum MUD. Owing to its low-complexity and good
BER performance, the TF/MC DS-CDMA constitutes one of
the promising wireless communications schemes for practical
applications.
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